Abstract-This paper presents combined active noise control and noise reduction schemes for hearing aids to tackle secondary path effects and effects of noise leakage through an open fitting. While such leakage contributions and the secondary acoustic path from the loudspeaker to the tympanic membrane are usually not taken into account in standard noise reduction systems, they appear to have a non-negligible impact on the final signal-to-noise ratio. Using a noise-reduction algorithm and an active noise control system in cascade may be efficient as long as the causality margin of the system is large enough. Putting the two functional blocks in parallel and then integrating them is found to lead to a more robust algorithm. A Filtered-x Multichannel Wiener Filter is presented and applied to integrate noise reduction and active noise control. The cascaded scheme and the integrated scheme are compared experimentally with a Multichannel Wiener Filter in a classic noise reduction framework without active noise control, where the integrated scheme is found to provide the best performance.
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I. INTRODUCTION
T HE usage of hearing aids with an open fitting has become more common over the past years mainly owing to the availability of more efficient feedback control schemes and fast signal processing units. Whereas removing the earmold reduces the occlusion effect and improves the physical comfort [1] , one major drawback is that the noise leakage through the fitting cannot be neglected anymore. Conventional noise reduction (NR) systems such as the Generalized Sidelobe Canceller (GSC) [2] or techniques based on the Multichannel Wiener Filter (MWF) [3] do not take this contribution into account. Combined with the attenuation in the acoustic path between the sound source (hearing aid loudspeaker) and the tympanic membrane (the so-called secondary path), the noise leaking through the fitting can override the action of the processing done in the hearing aid.
One efficient way to cancel this undesired noise leakage is to use active noise control (ANC) [4] , [5] . The principle of ANC is to generate a zone of quiet, in this case at the tympanic membrane, canceling the effect of noise leakage. To acheive feedforward ANC at the tympanic membrane, it is assumed that, in all the subsequent systems, a microphone is present in the ear canal to provide an error signal. In the hearing aids framework, ANC then has to be performed together with a NR algorithm. There are different ways of combining ANC and NR. Here, the cascading of both functional blocks will be considered first and then the integration of ANC and NR into one filter set will be described, based on an initial parallel combination of the functional blocks and a Filtered-x version of the MWF algorithm (FxMWF) [6] .
In a cascaded implementation of the standard NR scheme with a single-channel ANC algorithm, the output of the NR, which is supposed to have a low power noise component, is used as the input of the ANC to produce the so-called anti-noise. The two functional blocks have opposite targets. Therefore cascading NR and single-channel ANC is found to be inefficient.
Using a multichannel ANC instead of a single-channel ANC allows to have input signals with higher power noise components which improve the performance. However, the delay needed to achieve a high NR performance is still added to the system latency. In ANC algorithms, this delay is a critical parameter and can reduce drastically the noise cancellation capabilities [4] . Therefore, ANC used in cascade with a standard NR scheme can only compensate for noise leakage as long as causality margins are sufficient to include the NR delay and still allow the ANC processing to be causal. When the NR delay grows, the ANC benefits decrease and vanish quickly.
In an integrated use of ANC and NR based on FxMWF, the delay from the NR algorithm does not interfere with the leakage cancellation part. The system is more robust to latency and can almost provide a constant signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the tympanic membrane up to the causality bound. Also, the use of a filtered-x algorithm [7] - [9] in the integrated approach allows to include the secondary path effect in the NR computation. The error signal that has to be minimized is the difference between the desired signal and the signal reaching the tympanic membrane rather than the signal fed into the loudspeaker. Therefore, even with higher system latencies, integrating ANC and NR can lead to performance improvements compared to a classic NR scheme where the noise leakage and the secondary path effect are not taken into account. This paper will present a performance comparison between a standard MWF-based NR without ANC, a cascaded version of NR and ANC, and an integrated ANC and NR using FxMWF; all applied in hearing aids with an open fitting. The effects of the noise leakage and the secondary path on the output of MWFbased NR are commented on in Section II. Section III introduces different schemes combining ANC and NR. The causality problem is described in Section IV. The experimental results are presented in Section V, and finally Section VI presents the conclusions of this paper.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Speech enhancement in hearing aids is based on standard NR techniques ignoring the possible effects of noise leakage through the fitting and the secondary path between the loudspeaker and the tympanic membrane. This section describes an NR algorithm based on MWF [3] and how the noise leaking through the fitting and the attenuation in the secondary path can affect its performance.
A. Signal Model and Multichannel Wiener Filter Basics
Let be the filter length and the number of microphones (channels). The signal for microphone has a desired speech part and an additive noise part , i.e.,
where is the time index. In the sequel, superscripts and will also be used for other signals and vectors, to denote their speech and noise component, respectively. Signal model (1) holds for so-called "speech plus noise periods." There are also "noise-only periods" (i.e., speech pauses), during which only a noise component is observed.
The column vector contains the last samples of the channel (2) The compound vector gathering all channels is (3) In the NR context (Fig. 1) , the output of the system is (4) with the optimal Wiener filter which minimizes the mean squared error (MSE) (5) and which is given by (6) Here, is the correlation matrix of the input and is the cross-correlation vector between the input and the desired signal , which is chosen to be equal to the (unknown) speech component in the first microphone, up to a delay (7) (8) (9) Note that by assuming that the speech and noise components of the input signals are uncorrelated, the cross-correlation vector can be estimated using (10) (11) (12) While and are estimated during the speech-plus-noise periods, can be estimated during the noise-only periods.
B. Multichannel Wiener Filter-Based Noise Reduction With Leakage and Secondary Path Effects
The NR scheme based on MWF, as applied in the hearing aids context, is presented in Fig. 1 . The gain is the amplification that compensates for the hearing losses. It is considered here to be a broadband gain.
Classic NR schemes ignore the so-called secondary path, i.e., the propagation from the loudspeaker to the tympanic membrane (including the loudspeaker response itself). Assuming that the loudspeaker characteristic is approximately linear, the secondary path can be represented by the transfer function . As explained in [6] , the dc gain of is lower than 1, so the power of the output is decreased when taking the secondary path into account.
The hearing aid with an open fitting has no earmold to prevent ambient sound from leaking into the ear canal, which results in additional leakage signal reaching the tympanic membrane [10] . No direct processing can be done on this signal; therefore, its SNR is generally lower than for the signal provided by the hearing aid.
Taking both, the leakage signal and the secondary path effect into account, leads to the following output signal model (13) It clearly appears that, for small amplification gains , the attenuation caused by the secondary path and the additive leakage contribution do matter. The leakage SNR may affect the output SNR thus partly canceling the improvement achieved with the NR in the hearing aid. In conclusion, whereas the secondary path and the leakage are not taken into account in convetional NR algorithms, they may degrade their performance significantly (see also Section V for an evaluation of the system shown on Fig. 1 ).
III. COMBINED NOISE REDUCTION AND ACTIVE NOISE CONTROL
The leakage signal is not processed in the hearing aid therefore it is not possible to improve its SNR using standard NR algorithms. It is possible however to attenuate the leakage signal's noise component using ANC. In all the subsequent systems, it is assumed that a microphone is present in the ear canal to provide an error signal. Commercial hearing aids currently do not have an ear canal microphone, but it is technically possible to include a microphone on the eartip. This section describes different approaches to combine the NR scheme (as presented in Section II) and the ANC algorithm. Two of these schemes (shaded Figs. 3 and 5) will then be used for further evaluation in the next sections (and compared against the scheme shown Fig. 1 ).
A. Noise Reduction and Single-Channel Active Noise Control in Cascade
A straightforward way to combine ANC and NR is to cascade both functional blocks, using the output of the noise canceller as the input to the ANC system (Fig. 2) .
In an ANC system, the controller output is designed to cancel a noise signal and generate a zone of quiet based on destructive interference. In a hearing aid, the noise is to be canceled at the tympanic membrane and, as in any ANC system, the secondary path plays an important part in the algorithm. Introducing this extra path may lead to instabilities. Therefore, it is necessary to use so-called filtered-x algorithms [4] , [7] - [9] based on an estimate of the secondary path: (14) ( 15) and the filtered reference signal (16) where . The secondary path can be estimated offline using classic identification methods based for example on Least Mean Square (LMS) algorithms, or online by adding random noise to the signal exciting the secondary path, as introduced by Eriksson et al. in [11] and later refined by Kuo et al. [12] and Zhang et al. [13] .
The ANC output signal is , where the filter is designed to minimize the MSE (17) Here, is an error signal, constructed from the ear canal microphone signal , as will be described next. The lower branch with in Fig. 2 (and also in subsequent figures), represents the adaptation (gradient estimation) of a standard filtered-x adaptive filter algorithm.
The goal here is to cancel the noise component of the leakage signal while preserving the speech signal estimate provided by the NR. In the hearing aids context, the speech component of the leakage signal can provide cues which, e.g., are helpful to localize the speaker. Therefore, it was chosen here to cancel only the noise component of the leakage signal and preserve the speech component. All the schemes presented here, however, can straightforwardly be modified for the case where the full leakage signal is to be canceled. Cancelling only the noise component of the leakage signal effectively corresponds to removing the unknown speech component of the leakage from the ANC error signal as indicated in Fig. 2 . Note however that, as is unknown, this subtraction is not done explicitly. The noise component of the leakage can be canceled by adapting the filter in noise only periods. During speech plus noise periods, the remaining leakage signal could then be considered as an estimate of the speech component of the leakage: (18) The ANC itself would also tend to remove the desired speech component (NR output signal ) so this signal, multiplied by the amplification gain , has to be added back to the ANC output signal (loudspeaker input signal) and then the same signal filtered by the estimated secondary path (corresponding to an estimate of the NR output as delivered at the tympanic membrane) is subtracted from the ANC error signal , as explained in [14] and [15] , leading to: (19) Assuming that the secondary path identification error is small ( ), the upper branches with and do not contribute to . Furthermore, by also assuming that the filter is adapting slowly, the error reduces to: (20) where . The output of the combined system (at the tympanic membrane) is given by (21) (22) This is the sum of the minimized error signal, the enhanced speech signal as delivered at the tympanic membrane and the speech component of the leakage signal.
Assuming that the speech and the noise components in (20) are uncorrelated, the MSE criterion (17) can be rewritten as follows:
(23) A simple ANC scheme is then obtained when the MSE criterion is modified to:
resulting in a standard filtered-x adaptive filtering operated in noise only periods.
In the case of a perfect NR the noise component of the input signal of the ANC is zero. This is problematic as the feedforward ANC is designed to produce so-called anti-noise based on the noise component of its input. In practice, the NR is never perfect and so the noise component of its output, i.e., the input of the ANC, is nonzero and can be used in the ANC to produce the anti-noise. Still, this noise component may be small and then the ANC may exhibit a poor performance.
B. Noise Reduction and Multichannel Active Noise Control in Cascade
The NR output signal is the sum of filtered microphone signals. These filtered microphone signals themselves generally have a significant noise component, typically larger than the noise component in the sum signal. These signals therefore provide more suitable input signals for the ANC than the NR output itself. A cascaded scheme with a multichannel ANC can then be derived from the initial cascade of MWF-based NR and single channel ANC as indicated in Fig. 3 , which will exhibit improved performance.
The NR algorithm is the same as described in Section II. The multichannel input of the ANC is the output of the NR before the summation. Let denote the th filtered microphone signal The ANC output signal is equal to , where is a multichannel adaptive filter of length , which minimizes the MSE (29)
Assuming that the secondary path identification error is small ( ) and that the filter is adapting slowly, the error signal reduces to (30)
The output of the combined system (at the tympanic membrane) is given by (31) (32) This is the sum of the minimized error signal, the enhanced speech signal as delivered at the tympanic membrane and the speech component of the leakage signal. Cascading a standard NR scheme and the ANC algorithm thus allows to improve the SNR of the signal, while reducing the impact of noise leakage on the final output.
Assuming that the speech and the noise components in (30) are uncorrelated, the MSE criterion (29) can be rewritten as follows:
(33) A simple ANC scheme is then again obtained when the MSE criterion is modified to (34) resulting in a standard filtered-x adaptive filtering operated in noise only periods. One consequence of such adaptation during noise only periods is that the effect of the filter on the speech component of the signal is unknown and cannot be controlled. Also, as long as in the upper branch (Fig. 3) , the filter does not compensate for the secondary path effects. An attempt to compensate for this extra path can be to replace in the upper branch (Fig. 3) by , which is the identity filter of length such that, for any signal , . The MSE criterion (29) Here, the coefficients of the filter have to be updated during both noise only periods and speech plus noise periods. This makes the use of standard ANC algorithms based on gradient estimation inconvenient. Therefore, here and in the subsequent schemes, the adaptive filters are computed based on the estimation of second order statistics of the speech signals and the noise signals, as in the MWF approach of Section II.
From (40), it can be seen that the desired signal to be used here is
The optimal filter is then given by (42) Here, is the correlation matrix of the filtered reference signal and is the cross-correlation vector between the filtered reference signal and the target signal
Note that by assuming that the speech and noise components of the input signals are uncorrelated the cross-correlation vector can be estimated using The first term on the right-hand side in (40) corresponds to the difference between the amplified desired speech signal and the speech component of the signal reaching the tympanic membrane, where the secondary path effect has been canceled effectively. The second term is the difference between the noise component in the amplified and the noise component of the signal (loudspeaker + leakage) reaching the tympanic membrane. Therefore, minimizing (40) corresponds to compensating for the secondary path effect on the reference signal while canceling the effect of the noise leakage. The output signal (at the tympanic membrane) is (53) which is the sum of the minimized error, the enhanced speech signal as delivered at the tympanic membrane and the speech component of the leakage signal. In the cascaded implementation, the input of the ANC is related to the output of the NR which is then also the reference signal for the secondary path cancellation (upper branch on Fig. 3 ). This is problematic, the ANC needs an input with a strong noise component, while the secondary path cancellation ideally has to be applied to the desired speech signal. To design a performant algorithm for ANC and secondary path cancellation, the input signal of the ANC and the secondary path cancellation reference signal have to be different signals. Therefore, cascading does not seem to be the most efficient approach (see also Section V for an evaluation of the system in Fig. 3 ).
C. Noise Reduction and Multichannel Active Noise Control in Parallel
As an alternative to cascading the NR with the ANC, the two functional blocks can also be put in parallel (Fig. 4) . Here, is an MWF applied in the context of NR and is a multichannel ANC filter, also compensating for the secondary path effects.
Assuming that the speech and noise components are uncorrelated, the MSE to be minimized by is (54) The filter thus minimizes the noise sound pressure at the tympanic membrane as well as the influence of the secondary path on the output signal. The output of the system is the sum of this minimized error, the amplified enhanced speech signal and the speech component of the leakage signal:
The parallel system is thus combining the NR, the ANC and the compensation of the secondary path effect. In this approach the reference signal for the secondary path compensation is an estimate of the speech signal ( ) amplified by . To further simplify the system, this signal can implicitly be replaced by the desired signal of the NR ( ). This is pursued in the next section.
D. Integrated Active Noise Control and Noise Reduction
This section introduces an algorithm integrating both the NR and the ANC in a single set of adaptive filters (Fig. 5) .
The algorithm relies on a filtered-x version of the MWF (FxMWF) based on an estimate of the secondary path . The filtered reference signals are now (56) (57) (58) The aim of the integrated scheme is to improve the speech-tonoise ratio, and so the desired signal (at the tympanic membrane) to be used is (59)
The MSE criterion to be minimized is then (60) Assuming that the secondary path identification error is small ( ) and that the filter is adapting slowly, the error signal can be rewritten as follows:
(61) Assuming that, the noise and speech components in (61) are uncorrelated, the criterion (60) can be rewritten as follows: (62) The first term of the right-hand side corresponds to the secondary path compensation on the speech component of the output signal while the second term specifies the noise sound pressure at the tympanic membrane and thus corresponds to the ANC. The filter described in (63) is thus performing a NR, which takes the secondary path into account, combined with a ANC.
The optimal filter (FxMWF) minimizing (62) is (63) Here, is the correlation matrix of the filtered reference signal and is the cross-correlation vector between the filtered reference signal and the desired signal
Note that by assuming that the speech and noise components of the input signals are uncorrelated the cross-correlation vector can be estimated using As explained in [4] , the main condition to get the (feedforward) ANC system working is that a causality criterion is satisfied. That is (Fig. 6 ) the acoustic delay from the noise source to the ear canal microphone is longer than: the sum of the delay from the source to one of the reference microphones , the delay associated with the processing within the hearing aid , the algorithmic delay and the acoustic delay of the secondary path .
The bandwidth on which it is possible to achieve good ANC performance reduces with the "degree of causality" (i.e., the delay margin specified in (73)). When (72) is not satisfied, the ANC efficiency vanishes quickly [16] . Delay is thus a critical problem in ANC and many approaches have been developed to try to deal with it [17] , [18] (72) (73)
In case of hearing aids, the delay available for processing is linked to the distance between the microphones and the loudspeaker which is not more than a few centimeters. This corresponds to a few tens of microseconds, i.e., only a few samples for standard sampling frequencies.
A. Noise Reduction and Active Noise Control in Cascade
In the cascaded schemes presented in Sections III-A and III-B, the input of the ANC is the output of a standard multichannel NR, which itself introduces a delay (Fig. 1) . Usually, this delay is set to half of the NR filter length ( ) and will already exceed the few taps available for processing. Therefore, the causality criterion specified in (72) cannot be fullfilled and so the ANC may not be able to yield good performance. Reducing the NR delay increases the causality of the system, but this also has an impact on the NR performance.
Cascading NR and ANC therefore requires a tradeoff between the performance of the two functional blocks. Besides, knowing that the ANC's performance quickly decreases as the non-causality increases, the NR delay has to be decreased drastically in order to improve the ANC efficiency. In realistic scenarios, finding a satisfying tradeoff may be impossible, which may make the ANC useless.
B. Integrated Noise Reduction and Active Noise Control
In the integrated approach (Section III-D), the filter minimizing the MSE (62) can be split into a sum of two filters (74) where (75) (76) The filter describes a NR which also compensates for the secondary path effects while the filter is an ANC system canceling the noise leakage. So, under the assumption that speech and noise components are uncorrelated, the set of filters integrating NR and ANC can be seen as the sum of two sets of filters, one for NR and the other for the ANC. Therefore, the output of the ANC does not depend on the delay introduced in the NR part (i.e., ) and so it is possible to design a causal active noise controller to be integrated with the NR as long as (77) That is, there is no performance tradeoff to be done between the NR and the ANC.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The algorithms introduced in Section II ( Fig. 1) and Section III-B (Fig. 3) and Section III-D (Fig. 5) have been tested experimentally and their performance has been compared.
A. Experimental Setup
The simulations were run on acoustic path measurements with a manikin head and torso equipped with artificial ears and a two-microphone behind-the-ear (BTE) hearing aid. The speech source was located at 0 and a noise source at 270 . The BTE was worn on left ear, facing the noise source. Commercial hearing aids currently do not have an ear canal microphone, therefore the artificial ear eardrum microphone is used here to generate the error signal. The tests were run on 22-s-long signals. The speech was composed of three sentences from the HINT database [19] concatenated with silence periods. The noise was the multitalker babble from Auditec [20] . All the signals were sampled at 16 kHz.
The (BTE microphone) input SNR is often used as a reference measure in standard NR schemes. In our case, as two algorithms also perfom ANC, the leakage SNR, which can also be considered as the SNR when the hearing aid is turned off, is taken as a reference. The intelligibility-weighted signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) improvement [21] is used here as a performance measure, which is defined as
where is the band importance function defined in [22] and and represent the output SNR and the leakage SNR (in dB) of the th band, respectively.
The filter lengths are set to and , and the NR delay is set to half of the NR filter length ( ). The secondary path is estimated offline using an identification technique based on the Normalized Least Mean Square (NLMS) algorithm. The length of the estimated path is set to . The first experiment shows the effect of leakage on the NR performance and the improvement achieved by ANC. For an amplification gain varying from 0 dB to 20 dB the inputs are filtered using the three algorithms previously described and the SNR is evaluated. The system is calibrated so that for dB, for a source at 0 , the leakage and the signal fed in the loudspeaker have equal power.
The second test aimed to demonstrate the impact of delay on the ANC performance with the different algorithms. With a fixed amplification gain , for a varying degree of causality (73), the system performances are compared.
B. Leakage and Secondary Path Effects, Improvements With Active Noise Control
To evaluate the effect of the leakage and the secondary path, the input signals are first filtered by an MWF-based NR scheme (Fig. 1) . Depending on which disturbance is being tested, the signal produced can then be filtered by the secondary path model and/or the leakage can be added, as described in Section II. The reference SNR (leakage signal), is equal to 1.3 dB. This value depends on the noise and speech angles as well as the input SNR (source signals), which is 5 dB here. When the leakage is the only disturbance considered, the degradations induced by the leakage remain small even for reasonably low gain [down to 10 dB (Fig. 7) ]. However, introducing both the leakage and the secondary path the degradations are significant for gains up to at least 20 dB. This shows that for small amplification gains, as usually used with open fittings, there is a need for leakage cancellation. Fig. 8 shows the performance of the combinations of NR and ANC [cascaded (Fig. 3) and integrated (Fig. 5 )] compared to a classic NR, for gain dB. The degree of causality is here kept high enough ( , i.e., for the criterion (72) is fullfilled) so that no performance tradeoff has to be made between the NR and the ANC. For gains up to 15 dB, cascading NR and ANC allows to maintain a constant SNR improvement of around 4 dB, which is already significantly better then the performance of the NR alone. When the gain is increasing above 15 dB, the performance converges to the performance of the NR alone. The integrated approach gives an almost constant SNR improvement around 12 dB for all values of the gain. This is better than NR alone or the cascaded NR and ANC.
All these results are given for a system where the degree of causality is sufficient for any processing, which is not the case in a realistic system. 
C. Causality Study
In hearing aids, the causality margins are much smaller than what was used for the previous simulations. Based on the transfer functions which are used here, the degree of causality for a signal coming from an angle of 270 (the noise direction of arrival) is seen to be about two samples (rather than the 48 samples used previously).
To see how the delays in the system can affect performance, for each algorithm the amplification is set to dB, and a delay is added to the input signals (BTE microphones), to allow the degree of causality to vary between 16 and 48. Fig. 9 shows the SNR improvement for each algorithm as a function of the degree of causality .
When the degree of causality is high, the obtained performance for the cascade is close to what was obtained in Fig. 8 . When the degree of causality decreases and becomes lower than the NR delay ( ), the SNR improvement starts to decrease and eventually converges to the improvement obtained with the classic NR. This is due to the fact that for a degree of causality lower than 32, the ANC has to be designed as a non-causal system, therefore its performance is reduced. The integrated approach gives an almost constant SNR improvement as long as the overall system is causal. Fig. 10 shows the SNR improvement given by the three algorithms for a realistic degree of causality equal to 2, which corresponds to what has been measured on the transfer functions used for the simulations. For lower gains, dB, the cascade approach gives only minor improvement (around 1 dB) compared to the standard scheme, then their performances tend to converge as amplification is increased. The integrated approach on the other hand maintains an SNR improvement of more than 10 dB. Therefore, this integrated approach seems to offer a practical way to introduce ANC in hearing aids.
Finally, Fig. 11 shows the SNR improvement for for the integrated approach and the NR only approach. Here, the performance improvement achieved with the integrated approach is mainly due to the secondary path compensation. Fig. 11 also shows the SNR improvement obtained with a filtered-x MWF algorithm that does not include the ANC, which is indeed found to achieve a similar performance improvement. 
VI. CONCLUSION
Standard NR techniques used in hearing aids ignore leakage and secondary path effects. When open fittings are used these aspects cannot be neglected and are in fact found to seriously degrade the NR performance. ANC can then be used to reduce the impact of the leakage, it has shown to provide SNR improvements between 4 dB and 12 dB depending on the approach used.
The ANC performance is conditioned by the system causality which differs for the two algorithms evaluated here. A cascaded approach can give good results (SNR improvement around 4 dB) as long as the system causality is high enough to support the NR latency ( ). This is not a realistic assumption for hearing aids where the latency margin is in fact close to zero.
An alternative integrated approach of ANC with NR has shown to improve the SNR by about 12 dB for low hearing aid gains (between 0 dB and 20 dB), as long as the system is causal. When the system becomes non-causal, the integrated approach can still outperform standard NR algorithms by taking the secondary path into account in the speech enhancement and amplification process, thereby reducing the impact of the leakage on the output signal. All the previous schemes, however, rely on the presence of an ear canal microphone. Commercial hearing aids currently do not have an ear canal microphone. Adding this extra microphone might induce some problems such as bone conduction to the ear canal microphone when the user talks. These problems would have to be investigated before practical tests.
